
live with
puca



Puca is labelled to spread an inspiring lifestyle that re�ects a culture of passion 
and quality, and you wear as a fashion statement. It elevates you to the next level 

of an active lifestyle. Puca is where quality and comfort becomes a�ordable. It 
o�ers products in di�erent categories, including shoes, sandals, slip-on, & 

�ip-�ops. PUCA believes in bringing continuous innovation and improvement in 
its products and add value to your lifestyle.





CHOCO CAMEL NAVY

BLACK GREY OLIVE

OLIVE BLACK

GEEZA
40-45

40-45

40-45

Smooth Micro Fibre material elevates a hot & 
modern sneaker in a classic high-top silhouette.

CRAFT

When it comes to texture and dimensional design, 
these are the ultimate mix masters blending street 
sport style and the casual aesthetic for a truly cool 
sneaker to add to your collection.

NEWBY
Accentuate your look as you adorn this pair of sneakers. 
Beautifully designed, Micro fibre upper material makes 
these sneakers appealing and a versatile pick. Club these 
sneakers with your outfit to complete your look for the day.





BLACK/RED WHITE/BLUE

OLIVE WHITE

FULL BLACK NAVY/GREY SOLE

MUSTANG
40-45

Walk and work out in comfort and sporty style with this 
Multi-purpose sneakers. Smooth seamless sport heat
transfer and mesh fabric upper in a lace up athletic sporty 
& comfort fitness and walking sneaker with zero to low
stitching and no overlay accents. Molded EVA insole, 8mm 
offset for comfort cushion midsole.

ELEMENT
40-45

Rigorous training sessions call for shoes that are 
lightweight and comfortable to wear and these 
runners for men will perfectly fit the bill. The mesh 
upper means these shoes are high on breathability, 
quality and durability, while the flexible outsole will 
provide better traction on different surfaces.

TWECK
40-45

These men's shoes can help you take each stride in 
comfort. Go ahead and cut your corners close with
assistance from the grip of the intricately textured 
outer. The low-profile design looks ready for action.





AUTHENTIC

Make a note to get noticed as you wear this pair of 
High-Cut Sneakers. Flexible wearing, the sole of this pair, 
is crafted using Phylon (EVA) will keep your feet 
comfortable all day long. These will be a perfect pick for a 
chic look. Anatomically designed and material handpicked 
assures comfort.

Make a note to get noticed as you wear this pair of 
High-Cut Sneakers. Flexible wearing, the sole of this 
pair, is crafted using Phylon (EVA) will keep your feet 
comfortable all day long. These will be a perfect pick 
for a chic look. Anatomically designed and material 
handpicked assures comfort.

40-45

BLACK MOUSE DENIM BLUE

GREEN BLUE GREY

BLACK NAVY

MUSCLE
40-45

A modern adaptation of a sneaker high ankle shoe 
for all lifestyle needs.





BLACK/WHITE OLIVE FULL BLACK

FULL BLACK

BLACK WHITE GREY

TUDOR
40-45

The best of sporty and casual style Knitted into this Slip-on 
shoe. Sporty Stretch-Knit fabric upper in a slip on
casual comfort with knit-in accents. Molded EVA insole for 
perfect heel cup placement.

X-THREE
40-45

Make your athletic style and comfort extremely easy wearing 
with this sneaker. Perfectly knitted lycra-mesh fabric upper in 
a slip on bungee laced sporty comfort walking and training 
sneaker with interwoven designs with TPU details. Air Cooled 
HEXA-FLOW insole, highly flexible CURVE-X Outsole.

X-TWO
40-45

The laceless shoes have a stretchy knit upper that hugs 
the foot. A forged Elastic band at the midfoot provides a 
supportive fit. Responsive HEXA-FLOW cushioning and 
a flexible Curve-X outsole give you a smooth ride.

OLIVE NAVY



CANON

Charming faux leather construction with 
perforated details adds a casual air to a 
versatile lace-up shoe in a classic silhouette.

40-45

BLACK GREY WHITE

Sleek upper design for easy-going casual wear. High 
peeling P.U. and suede upper for long sustainability and 
style. Enriched tongue padding and metal eyelets. 
Topline or collar heavily cushioned for a comfortable 
and stable grip.

CHOCO TANBLACK

40-45

DEVINE

A stylish unicolored street style sneaker with all 
features found in a comfort shoe. P.U. Nubuck 
upper for a stylish feel and look. Fabric lining for 
more breathable and comfortable feel.

OLIVE NAVY BLACK

CRYSTAL
40-45



BLACK GREY NAVY

NAVYBLACK GREY

NAVYBLACK WHITE

MINIMAL TX
40-45

40-45

PROFILE

Super light-weight runner for high breathability and 
cushioned feet feel. The Phylon sole and mesh upper combo 
makes it one of the must haves in your runner’s kit bag. 

A Stylish Low cut version of the puca sneaker style. 
Perfect to pair with a casual attire. The upper is made by 
faux leather. Covered EVA insole provides the necessary 
cushion required along with the assistance from the 
phylon sole. Lace up closure for easy adjustment of the 
grip required on the feet.

40-45

PROFILE LOW

Casual high-cuts is a specialty we master in. This 
is yet another masterpiece offering from our 
creators with best in line material and technology 
used like high peeling P.U. and Phylon sole.



A superb high-ankle sneaker inspired from the street-core 
fashion and culture. P.U. upper for stylish looks coupled with 
golden foiled branding for that chic touch. Covered EVA insole 
provides the necessary cushion required along with the 
assistance from the phylon sole. Lace up closure for easy 
adjustment of the grip required for the feet.

A low-cut transition of the classic high cut GEEZA icon 
for a more casual outgoing sneaker. Smooth Micro 
Fibre material elevates the modern sneaker into a 
prime candidate for classic sneaker hall of fame.

A light weight Low cut version of the puca sneaker style. Perfect 
to pair with a casual attire. The upper is made by faux leather 
and light weight breathable mesh. Perforated Tongue makes the 
shoe look more chic street style and a fun shoe to dress up with. 
Covered EVA insole provides the necessary cushion required 
along with the assistance from the phylon sole. Lace up closure 
for easy adjustment of the grip required on the feet.

BLACK NAVY

NAVY

WHITE

CAMEL

BLACK WHITE

FULL BLACK CHOCO

ENIGMA HIGH
40-45

ENIGMA LOW
40-45

KYRO
40-45



A dream for every active “lifestyle” wear user. Cool and 
sporty comes together to create this awesome shoe. 
Easy for  running and casual evenings with friends Éclair 
will enable you to get ready for every routine occasion. 

BLACK GREY WHITE

40-45

ECLAIR

BLACK/GREEN TAN

40-45

STIG

GREY NAVY

STIG LOW
40-45

A rubber sole loaded with anti-skid qualities. A stylish P.U. 
and Fabric upper for a comfortable and light fit to the foot. 
Double colored laces to keep it spunky and street-core. A 
P.U. Molded upper for heel support and stability. A covered 
insock with canvas over an comfortable EVA pad.

STIG is one of our CLASSIC casual high-cut sneaker 
design made for fun loving users with contrast colors and 
materials used to make it look unique and different from 
everything out in the market.





OLIVE BROWN

BROWN BLACK/RED

BLACK OLIVE

SKY-47
40-45

40-45

40-45

An outdoor comfort wear for every season. These sandal's that are 
made to comfort your feet comes in various sizes and colors. From 
wear-with-anything neutrals like brown and black to bright hues that 
work well with your sportiest looks, we have something for you.

SKY

These amazing pair of men’s wear Sandal which club style & 
comfort for a smooth walking experience . Made of a stylish 
upper for that natural feel of the wild with Lycra lining making 
sure your feet feel light coupled with a highly comfortable 
phylon footbed cushion & a rubber out sole.

SPARK-50
A stylish upper made of Nubuck P.U. for that natural feel of the 
wilderness. A highly comfortable footbed cushion due to covered EVA 
with velvet finish fabric and to make it spongier an addition phylon mid 
sole for a soft cushion with a rubber outsole coupled with its anti-skid 
technology for more abrasion on the walking surface.





SPARK-10
40-45

A stylish sandal made with Nubuck PU upper, comfortable 
footbed cushion and an addition phylon mid sole for a soft 
cushion with a rubber outsole coupled with its anti-skid 
technology for more abrasion on the walking surface.

ENERGY

A stylish upper made of perforated Nubuck P.U. for that natural 
feel of the wild. Lycra lining makes sure your feet feel the best 
in line comfort and grip while wearing one of these stylish 
sandals. A highly comfortable footbed cushion with Ortho Care 
cushioning technology. A rubber out sole to help one walk on 
pretty much any surface possible, coupled with its anti-skid 
technology for more friction on the walking surface. 

ENERGY-50

An upgraded version of its predecessor "energy", 
with advanced comfort & technology to make 
walking a memorable experience for you.

40-45

40-45

BLACK BROWN

BLACK CHOCO

BLACK GREY





SLIDER 001
40-45

First of our new youthful product line called sliders. Slider 
001 is a comfy lycra lined tissue upper with Puca brand logo 
details. PUCA's proprietary footbed technology ensures 
optimum comfort while usage and the rubber outsole 
provides the best possible friction for anti-skid qualities.

SLIDER 002

Slider 002 - An outstanding performer with P.U. upper and 
lycra lining for comfortable fit while walking. PUCA's 
proprietary footbed technology ensures optimum comfort while 
usage and the rubber outsole provides the best possible 
friction for anti-skid qualities.

SLIDER 003

Slider 003 - It is the third edition of our youthful 
product line called sliders. The Slider edition 
confirms comfy lycra lined tissue upper with Puca 
brand logo details. PUCA's proprietary footbed 
technology ensures optimum comfort while usage 
and the rubber outsole provides the best possible 
friction for anti-skid qualities.

40-45

40-45

NAVY

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

OLIVE

BLACK GREY

BLACK NAVY



mylta
40-45

A modern slipper made up of a stylish perforated Nubuck P.U.  
upper for that natural feel of the wild. Lycra lining makes sure 
your feet feel the best inline comfort and grip while wearing one 
of these stylish sandals. A highly comfortable footbed cushion 
with Ortho Care cushioning technology. A rubber outsole to help 
one walk on pretty much any surface possible, coupled with its 
anti-skid technology for more friction on the walking surface.

MYLTA

A modern slipper made up of a stylish perforated Nubuck P.U.  
upper for that natural feel of the wild. Lycra lining makes sure 
your feet feel the best inline comfort and grip while wearing one 
of these stylish sandals. A highly comfortable footbed cushion 
with Ortho Care cushioning technology. A rubber outsole to help 
one walk on pretty much any surface possible, coupled with its 
anti-skid technology for more friction on the walking surface.

MYLTA

A modern slipper made up of a stylish perforated Nubuck P.U.  
upper for that natural feel of the wild. Lycra lining makes sure 
your feet feel the best inline comfort and grip while wearing 
one of these stylish sandals. A highly comfortable footbed 
cushion with Ortho Care cushioning technology. A rubber 
outsole to help one walk on pretty much any surface possible, 
coupled with its anti-skid technology for more friction on the 
walking surface.

40-45

40-45

NAVY OLIVE

WHITE BROWN

GREY BLUE



STALBER
40-45

A stylish pair of slippers made to roam around the streets. 
Composed  with perforated Nubuck P.U.  upper for the natural 
feel of the wild,  Lycra lining makes sure your feet feel the best 
inline comfort and grip while wearing one of these stylish 
sandals. A rubber outsole to help one walk on pretty much any 
surface possible, coupled with its anti-skid technology for more 
friction on the walking surface.

STALBER

A stylish pair of slippers made to roam around the streets. 
Composed  with perforated Nubuck P.U.  upper for the natural 
feel of the wild,  Lycra lining makes sure your feet feel the best 
inline comfort and grip while wearing one of these stylish 
sandals. A rubber outsole to help one walk on pretty much any 
surface possible, coupled with its anti-skid technology for more 
friction on the walking surface.

STALBER

A stylish pair of slippers made to roam around the streets. 
Composed  with perforated Nubuck P.U.  upper for the natural 
feel of the wild,  Lycra lining makes sure your feet feel the best 
inline comfort and grip while wearing one of these stylish 
sandals. A rubber outsole to help one walk on pretty much any 
surface possible, coupled with its anti-skid technology for more 
friction on the walking surface.

40-45

40-45

BLACK BROWN

GREY OLIVE

BLUE NAVY



PS-03

40-45

40-45

PS-05

PS-06

40-45
Breathable mesh material designed specifically for PUCA 
on the fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. A lip 
liner on the heel collar to give cushion to the back of the 
ankle and protects them from injury or bruises while active 
use of footwear. Multiple special elastic installed to retain 
the shape of the sock even after multiple uses.

Sport ankle socks with a perfect mix of materials for routine 
and heavy-duty usage. Made of half terrycloth for cushion and 
sweat absorption. Breathable mesh material on the fore of 
the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. Multiple tensile 
elastic installed to retain the shape of the sock even after 
multiple uses.

Made from half terrycloth for cushion and sweat absorption. 
Breathable mesh-knit material designed specifically for 
PUCA on the fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. 
Multiple high-density elastic installed to retain the shape of 
the sock even after multiple uses.



PS-09

40-45

40-45

PS-10

PS-11

40-45

Basic ankle socks with a perfect mix of materials for 
regular day to day use. A terrycloth heel patch for cushion. 
Breathable material on the fore of the sock to keep your 
feet fresh all day. Elastic installed in the correct areas to 
retain the shape of the socks.

Highly Breathable mesh-knit on the fore of the sock to keep 
your feet fresh all day. Basic ankle socks with a perfect mix 
of materials for regular day to day use. A terrycloth heel 
patch for cushion. Multiple special elastic installed to retain 
the shape of the socks for longer use.

Multiple special elastic set in the right areas to retain 
the shape of the socks for multiple use over the years. 
Basic ankle socks with a perfect mix of materials for 
regular day to day use. A terrycloth heel patch for 
cushion. 2 Highly Breathable mesh-knit on the fore 
area of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. 



PS-12

40-45

40-45

PS-13

PS-14

40-45

Breathable mesh material designed specifically for PUCA on the 
fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. A lip liner on the 
heel collar to give cushion to the back of the ankle and protects 
them from injury or bruises while active use of footwear. Multiple 
special elastic installed to retain the shape of the sock even after 
multiple uses.

Made from half terrycloth for cushion and sweat absorption. 
Breathable mesh-knit material designed specifically for PUCA 
on the fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. Multiple 
high-density elastic installed to retain the shape of the sock 
even after multiple uses. A lip liner on the heel collar to give 
cushion to the back of the ankle and protects them from injury 
or bruises while active use of footwear.

Sport Mid-ankle socks with a perfect mix of materials for 
routine and heavy-duty usage. Made from half terrycloth 
for cushion and sweat absorption. Breathable mesh 
material on the fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all 
day. 2 elastic installed to retain the shape of the sock even 
after multiple uses.



PS-16

40-45

40-45

PS-24

PS-25

40-45

Basic colorful Invisible socks with a perfect mix of materials 
and silicon strips for grip on the heel. All socks are made with 
imported compact yarn for best comfort and feel with correctly 
placed elastics for longer durability.

Breathable mesh material on the fore of the sock to keep your 
feet fresh all day. Sport Mid-ankle socks with a perfect mix of 
materials for routine and heavy-duty usage. Made from half 
terrycloth for cushion and sweat absorption. Multiple elastic 
installed to retain the shape of the sock even after multiple uses.

Made from Full terrycloth for cushion and sweat absorption at 
the bottom. Breathable mesh-knit material designed specifically 
for PUCA on the fore of the sock to keep your feet fresh all day. 
Multiple high-density elastic installed to retain the shape of the 
sock even after multiple uses. A lip liner on the heel collar to 
give cushion to the back of the ankle and protects them from 
injury or bruises while active use of footwear.


